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Year 3
Homework Challenge Autumn Term 2 2020
We would like children to select at least one of the homework challenges below for this term,
however children can do as many as they wish. This will continue to be run alongside the regular
reading, spelling, Maths and English homework that are set.
History- Ancient Greece 2

Science – The Water Cycle

Art – Sewing

What does it mean to be a good
person?

Make The Water Cycle!

Practise your sewing skills!

This great experiment called
‘Water Cycle in a Bag’ allows you
to see the exact process of the
water cycle! Make a prediction
and write down the results!

Try out either a: running stitch,
back stitch, over stitch or blanket
stich using a needle, cotton and
some material. You could send in
some photos of your work to
share with us!

R.E – Christmas

Geography – Western Europe

PSHE

How do you celebrate Christmas
with your family?

Choose a country within Western
Europe and research it!

Go on an Autumn Walk!

You might put up a tree or eat a
big Christmas dinner but not
every family celebrates this way.
You might like to draw a picture
and label it to show what things
make your Christmas Day special
to you and your family.

You might like to think about
what their climate is, what food
they eat, what language they
speak, where it is on a map or
how long it would take to travel
there!

Greek Philosopher Socrates,
Plato and Aristotle questioned
many things about life. Can you
make a mind map about what
you think it means to be a ‘good
person’? What qualities must
you have?

What can you see? What sounds
did you hear? What can you
smell? How did you feel
before/after your walk? Who
went with you? What was your
favourite part? Did you take any
photos?

The above menu details a range of work for the subjects that your child will cover this term. The
children will have their ‘Homework Challenge book’ to record their homework in if they wish.
However, depending on the option they choose, the children may choose to record their homework
in a different way that doesn’t involve using their homework book. We do ask that everyone has a
go at this homework so they all have something to share at the end of each term. We thank you for
your continued support.
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